
Global supply chains
are crucial battle lines in modern power transitions. Conventional wisdom
holds that when a rising state threatens to displace a dominant state, the re-
sulting fears, misapprehensions, and frustrations make a violent war highly
likely, if not inevitable.1 The empirical record bears this out. From Athens to
Japan, the rise of a new power has consistently led to conºicts fought with bul-
lets, bombs, and bayonets.2 Today, great powers ªght their battles through
global supply chains. Over the past century, private businesses have spread
the production of automobiles, computers, satellites, and ships across multi-
ple countries, spinning dense webs of economic interdependence among
otherwise autonomous states.3 The emergence of these supply chains has
led states to embrace economic weapons4 like trade, ªnance, manufacturing,
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and investment policies to compete for power by waging “wars without
gun smoke.”5

Knowing how states use economic weapons is critical for understanding
modern power transitions.6 The empirical record demonstrates that when a
dominant state is in decline and perceives a threat from a rising competitor, it
will often seek to cut off the latter’s access to supply chains in order to contain
its economic growth.7 Britain disrupted Germany’s access to shipping lanes at
the outset of World War I, and raised rubber prices for the United States dur-
ing the interwar period. The United States, in turn, banned sales of advanced
satellite technologies to Japan in the 1980s and of semiconductors to China in
the late 2010s. Rising states have adopted countermeasures to ªght back and
sustain their growth: Germany made its industrial production more efªcient,
the United States switched to cheaper rubber suppliers in Liberia, and Japan
and China upgraded their respective technological bases to circumvent U.S.
trade restrictions.8

To wage these wars effectively, states need to establish policies that
incentivize private businesses within their jurisdiction9 to act in accor-
dance with their geopolitical goals, or what we call economic statecraft.10

When these businesses support their home state’s goals, it becomes easier for
that state to sanction its adversaries or implement industrial policies. But
when a business is at odds with its home state—the government of the country
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where the business is headquartered and legally incorporated—it undermines
the home state’s agenda and raises the costs to secure business compliance.
Business-state relations—the degree of cooperation between businesses in
global supply chains and the home state that has jurisdiction over them—
have security consequences because they shape the effectiveness of economic
statecraft. Much like morale on the battleªeld, cooperative relations are a force
multiplier for economic statecraft and conºictual relations are a force divider.

This article provides a novel view of the determinants of business-state rela-
tions in a country and its implications for the exercise of economic statecraft
during modern power transitions. Most international relations scholarship on
economic statecraft treats business-state relations as a domestic-level variable
that is the outcome of national economic systems and state capacity.11 Instead,
we theorize how the position of businesses and their home states in the global
economy affects business-state relations within a country over time.

We demonstrate how those businesses that extract higher value from global
supply chains often fall within the jurisdiction of the dominant states in the in-
ternational system, whereas those businesses that extract lower value from
global supply chains often fall within the jurisdiction of the rising states. As
the two states approach parity and seek to maximize their relative power, they
face structural incentives to use economic statecraft to decouple their econo-
mies by cutting off supply chains or pursuing self-sufªciency through upgrad-
ing. The resulting disruption to proªts leads high-value businesses to develop
more conºictual relations with the dominant state in which they are based,
and low-value businesses to develop more cooperative relations with the ris-
ing state in which they are based.

Two cases illustrate the theory: the Anglo-German power transition in the
early twentieth century (1890–1914) and the U.S.-China power transition since
the late twentieth century. We chose these cases because they are signiªcant.
The Anglo-German rivalry is generally considered a paradigmatic power tran-
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sition, which international relations scholars often draw on to make predic-
tions about the trajectory of U.S.-China relations.12 Furthermore, they exhibit
important similarities. Both cases involve a dominant, declining power with
military superiority (Britain and the United States) and a rising power
with mostly landlocked borders (Germany and China). The rise of global sup-
ply chains in dual-use products connected the economies in both cases and
contributed to the rising power’s relative economic growth, technology,
and military modernization.13 Overall, we ªnd support for our theory that the
structural forces behind power transitions have divergent effects on business-
state relations in the dominant and in the rising powers, irrespective of their
national economic systems and state capacity.

Our theory and ªndings have implications for scholars interested in great
power politics, economic statecraft, and modern power transitions. First, we
underscore how economic interdependence can encourage rather than dis-
courage competition between great powers. The asymmetrical structure of
global supply chains between high- and low-value businesses creates opportu-
nities for dominant states to coerce their rivals and encourages rising states to
limit those opportunities as much as possible. Second, we explore the interna-
tional determinants of business-state relations within a country to deepen the
understanding of when states can effectively engage in economic statecraft.
Shifting perspectives from the domestic to the international level matters be-
cause the same structural forces that incentivize states to “weaponize” private
economic networks may constrain their ability to do so in practice. Finally,
the theory and ªndings suggest that the structure of global supply chains may
accelerate modern power transitions between dominant and rising powers.
Structural incentives to cut off a rising power’s access to global supply chains
can trigger a process that ultimately accelerates the dominant power’s de-
cline overtime.

The article proceeds as follows. The ªrst section discusses why business-
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state relations matter for economic statecraft during a power transition. The
second section provides a theory explaining how the structure of the interna-
tional system affects business-state relations within declining and rising pow-
ers over time, with implications for their ability to exercise economic statecraft.
The third and fourth sections illustrate the theory in the Anglo-German and
U.S.-China power transitions. The conclusion considers some policy implica-
tions for how global supply chains may be a factor in future and ongoing
power transitions.

Power Transitions, Economic Statecraft, and Business-State Relations

The rise and fall of great powers is a perennial topic in international security.
According to the assumptions of power transition theory, one great power—
a dominant state—holds preponderant wealth in the international system,
which it uses to set international economic rules that “lock in” its position over
the others. But uneven rates of growth inevitably cause the dominant state to
decline relative to a rising contender. As this contender grows in power, it will
eventually challenge the dominant state’s rules and position at the top of the
hierarchy.14 Most scholarship on power transitions focuses on the causes of
wars between declining powers and rising powers and emphasizes loss aver-
sion in the declining power and revisionism in the rising power.15

An increasing number of international relations scholars examine the impor-
tance of economic statecraft in modern power transitions. Most economic ac-
tivity within the international system is carried out by private businesses, not
states. These businesses make relatively autonomous decisions on where to
trade and invest in response to market incentives. Many of them are multi-
national corporations that have fostered dense networks among states.16 Im-
portantly, their transactions can have security externalities that affect a state’s
strategic goals.17 Although some security scholars suggest that economic inter-
dependence between states would limit the possibility of war during a power
transition because states gain more from trade than military conquest,18 others
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show how states use economic interdependence to compete short of an ac-
tual war.19 Some scholars emphasize how states economically coerce rival
states by raising tariffs, sanctioning transactions, and embargoing commercial
activity with those states.20 Others explore how states subsidize industrial
development, fund research and development (R&D) of key technologies, and
promote commercial activities within their territory to reduce their interna-
tional dependencies.21

Little attention has been paid to the role of businesses in economic statecraft,
despite businesses’ importance in fostering interdependence between great
powers.22 For example, Albert Hirschman, Klaus Knorr, and David Baldwin
exclude private actors from their analysis of economic statecraft and focus on
how states leverage national-level differences in market power for coercive
purposes.23 Later research on economic coercion also excludes interactions
with private actors and assumes that “states are unitary actors” that can di-
rectly impose sanctions.24 Henry Farrell and Abraham Newman provide a
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notable example. They theorize how the topography of private economic net-
works “generates enduring power imbalances among states (emphasis added)”
to spy on and coerce one another. Yet they admit that their theory does not
“provide any real independent agency to businesses, treating them as the pas-
sive transmitters of state policy.”25 While this is a useful theoretical assump-
tion, recent ªndings show that businesses sometimes defy state policies when
doing so increases their proªts.26

Because businesses may defy state policies, some security scholars claim
that differences in domestic institutions affect business-state relations and how
states exercise economic statecraft. One view draws on insights from political
economy to examine how national economic systems affect states’ abilities to
exercise economic statecraft. For instance, Robert Blackwill and Jennifer Harris
suggest that state-led economic systems (e.g., China) can exert more control
over businesses than liberal, market-driven economic systems (e.g., the United
States).27 Another view focuses on a state’s capacity to monitor and regulate
business behavior, arguing that the state must devote substantial resources to
incentivize businesses to act in accordance with its geopolitical goals.28 For ex-
ample, the U.S. Treasury Department only recently gained the legal authority,
resources, and presidential support to regulate compliance with U.S. sanc-
tions.29 Similarly, regulators from the military, industry, and civilian communi-
ties have cooperated to shape the pace of technological development in China
over the past sixty years.30 These studies help explain variation of business-
state relations across countries. Although our study does not rule them out as
alternative explanations, we ªnd that they are insufªcient for understanding
changes in business-state relations over time within the same national eco-
nomic systems and when state capacity remains constant.

To understand changes in business-state relations, security scholars should
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pay more attention to international-level processes and patterns. As Peter
Gourevitch points out, dynamics at the international level can affect actors’
preferences at the country level.31 But security scholars have not sufªciently
theorized this insight. These dynamics matter in an era when businesses are
deeply embedded in global supply chains, with declining and rising states oc-
cupying different positions in those supply chains. Some studies suggest that
perceptions of threat can inºuence both policymakers’ willingness to intervene
in the economy and businesses’ preferences to comply with state policies.32

These studies focus on the preferences of businesses or states in a single
country and do not examine dynamics within an international structure of
power transition. This article thus proposes a theory for understanding how
structural dynamics at the international level affect the degree of cooperation
or conºict between businesses and the state government within a country,
when the country exercises economic statecraft.

Power, Proªts, and Statecraft

In this section, we develop a structural theory of business-state relations in
economic statecraft. Though business-state relations may take many forms, we
focus on both whether businesses comply with or resist their home state’s
policy, and how resistance or compliance affects their home state’s effective-
ness to pursue economic statecraft. We limit our analysis to those businesses
that are integrated in global supply chains, which Terence Hopkins and Im-
manuel Wallerstein deªne as an interªrm “network of labor and production
processes whose end result is a ªnished commodity.”33 Throughout history,
global supply chains have been “a major part of the functioning of the capital-
ist world-economy.”34 Although relations with other states are also important,
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we focus on home states because they have the authority to use businesses
within their legal jurisdiction for economic statecraft.

assumptions

Our theory rests on two assumptions. First, we assume that the distribution of
economic power in the international system is hierarchical at the state level
and at the business level. State-level hierarchies manifest through differences
in national capabilities and characteristics (e.g., population, wealth, territory,
and military capabilities). Here, we follow the basic assumptions of power
transition theory in assuming that one dominant state sits at the top of the hi-
erarchy, and below it are a series of major, middle, and minor states, one of
which is perceived by the dominant state to be a rising challenger. For sim-
plicity, we focus solely on relations between the dominant state and the ris-
ing state, in part because such relationships can lead to international conºict,
and because middle-power “hedging” can be erratic and uncertain.35

Business-level hierarchies manifest through differences in value. High-value
businesses govern the supply chain and specialize in activities that involve
steep barriers to entry and larger proªt margins (e.g., R&D, branding, market-
ing, logistics, and ªnancing). In contrast, low-value businesses specialize in ac-
tivities that involve fewer barriers to entry and thin proªt margins (e.g., raw
material extraction, manufacturing, and assembly). Low-value businesses may
learn or acquire the resources and skills to upgrade production and move into
a high-value position to compete for greater proªt margins. Unless their home
state offers substantial help and support, however, this will be an initially
difªcult and risky process given technology difªculties, barriers to learning
imposed by high-value businesses, and high sunk costs.36

In theory, we expect the distribution of power at the state level to reinforce
the distribution of power at the business level, and vice-versa. On the one
hand, the distribution of power between states should inºuence their busi-
nesses’ location in the global supply chain. As an economy matures over time,
the most productive sector shifts from low-value activities in manufacturing
and assembly to high-value activities in services and innovation.37 High-value
businesses should emerge within dominant states’ jurisdiction because their
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economies have more institutional capacity to develop such innovation-driven
businesses. In contrast, low-value businesses tend to exist in rising states’ juris-
diction because their economies are still industrializing.

On the other hand, global supply chains should inºuence the distribution
of economic power among states. States whose businesses are higher on the
global supply chain will have more opportunities to inºuence prices and prod-
uct standards than states whose businesses are lower on the value chain. This
suggests a “rich-get-richer” effect, whereby the dominant powers sustain their
economic advantages by reaping beneªts from their high-value businesses in
global supply chains. As a result, rising powers will initially experience rapid
growth through their businesses’ participation in global supply chains. But
they must eventually push their businesses to upgrade into high-value po-
sitions to challenge the dominant powers.

Our second assumption is that states and businesses hold different interests.
The primary interest for states is to maximize their relative economic gains,
and the primary interest for businesses is to maximize their absolute economic
gains. In a self-help international system, a state seeks to maximize its national
security relative to other states. A state must evaluate how the distribution of
economic gains from supply chains affects its security, especially regarding
dual-use technologies with military and political value.38 We expect the domi-
nant state to want to maintain the status quo in global supply chains in order
to prevent a rising state from achieving parity, and we expect a rising power to
seek to improve its position in the supply chain in order to reap greater
beneªts from globalization.39 In a global supply chain, businesses seek to max-
imize their proªts. Corporate directors are accountable to shareholders, and
shareholders tend to prioritize the present value of their investments rather
than a company’s market position in the long term.40 Consequently, we expect
businesses to base their decisions to participate in global supply chains or up-
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grade their production on whether these activities increase rather than reduce
company proªts, regardless of their home state’s interests.

causal sequence

Figure 1 illustrates the sequence by which power transitions should affect
business-state relations. First, following the previous assumptions, we begin
with two countries (a dominant power and a rising power) that are economi-
cally intertwined through global supply chains. High-value businesses operate
within the jurisdiction of the dominant state. Most of the manufacturing and
assembly of their products are outsourced to low-value businesses that operate
within the jurisdiction of the rising state. Because of their businesses’ partici-
pation in these chains, the two states also experience differential growth rates
that decrease the gap in their economic power over time.

Second, mutual insecurities between the dominant state and the rising state
incentivize them to use economic statecraft to decouple from the global supply
chains that connect their countries. As a rising state becomes more powerful,
the dominant state moves to prevent it from reaching parity.41 The rising state,
meanwhile, fears that the dominant state will obstruct its development and be-
comes determined to expand its power to reach parity.42 Contrary to conven-
tional wisdom, we argue that the hierarchical structure of global supply chains
heightens rather than diminishes these mutual insecurities. The rising state de-
pends on access to global supply chains for its economic growth and techno-
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logical development, whereas the dominant state controls access to these
supply chains by virtue of having jurisdiction over the high-value businesses
in the chains.43 This hierarchical structure enables the dominant state to use
economic coercion to choke off the rising power’s access to global supply
chains and forestall its growth and technological development. The rising
state, meanwhile, can use its ªnancial and technical resources to upgrade its
industrial base and pursue self-sufªciency to reduce its vulnerability to eco-
nomic coercion.44 The result is that both states are incentivized to cut off
economic ties to each other to maximize their relative power.

Incentives to decouple should increase over the course of a power transition.
During the early stages of power transition, there is a sizable gap in economic
power between the dominant state and the rising state. As a result, the rising
state tends to avoid provocations that could disrupt its economic growth, and
the dominant state often faces more immediate, concrete threats to its national
security. As the two powers approach parity and become even more sensitive
to relative gains, the rising state begins to demand concessions in international
rules to continue its economic growth, and the dominant state begins to see the
rising state as a more immediate threat to its national security.45 Eventually,
the prospect of parity triggers the dominant state and the rising state to use
economic statecraft to decouple their economies.

Third, the resulting disruption to the global supply chain incentivizes busi-
nesses to align with or diverge from their home states. Policies and regulations
that encourage decoupling disrupt the normal ºow of goods and services
among businesses.46 But a business’s position in the global supply chain
inºuences whether and how much this disruption affects its proªts. Decou-
pling decreases the proªts of high-value businesses because they already ex-
tract the most value by trading with businesses at the low end of the supply
chain. They lose revenue from no longer being able to sell to suppliers in the
rising power, and they incur higher costs from having to “reshore” production
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or switch to alternative, more expensive suppliers to comply with sanctions.47

In contrast, low-value businesses want to move up the global supply chain to
extract more value from it. If sanctions cut off low-value businesses from trans-
acting with high-value businesses in the dominant power, then low-value
businesses may not survive unless they can upgrade their positions to extract
more value from the global supply chain.

Thus, fourth, power transitions will eventually cause business-state rela-
tions to move in opposite directions in the dominant and rising powers, with
observable implications for the exercise of economic statecraft. Our theory ex-
pects business-state relations to become more conºictual in the dominant
power because the state’s interests in sanctioning the rising power impinge on
high-value businesses’ proªts. Accordingly, we should observe high-value
businesses engaging in activities that undermine the dominant state’s strategy
to continue transacting with the rising power, and the dominant state adopting
punitive measures to monitor and enforce businesses’ compliance with its pol-
icies. Our theory also expects business-state relations to become more coopera-
tive in the rising power as the state’s interest in upgrading its industrial base
aligns with the low-value businesses’ interests in maximizing their proªts. Evi-
dence of this shift includes states increasing their ªnancial and technical sup-
port for industrial upgrading and businesses capitalizing on this support to
insulate themselves from the effects of economic coercion.

The next sections test the plausibility of our argument in the Anglo-German
power transition and in the U.S.-China power transition. In each case, we ªrst
examine the hierarchical structure of the international system, speciªcally be-
tween dominant and rising states and between high- and low-value businesses
in the global supply chains connecting their countries. Then, we trace how the
power transition affected business-state relations in both countries, and we as-
sess how these relations affected the states’ respective abilities to exercise eco-
nomic statecraft.

Anglo-German Power Transition, 1890–1914

This section explores the power transition between Britain and Germany
from 1890 to 1914. Based on gross indicators, Britain was the dominant world
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power in the nineteenth century. At its peak in 1870, Britain’s share of
world manufacturing was almost 25 percent, the British empire contained a
quarter of the world’s population, and the Royal Navy was as powerful as the
next two largest navies.48 Germany emerged as Britain’s primary challenger in
the late nineteenth century. By 1913, Germany’s population had exploded to
66 million (up from 49 million in 1890), and its share of world manufacturing
grew from 8.5 percent in 1890 to 14.8 percent, eclipsing that of Britain (13.6 per-
cent). Moreover, German ofªcials sought to increase Germany’s power
through aggressive colonization and hoped to create a navy “equally as strong
as England’s.”49

In this period, global supply chains around light manufacturing began to
develop. Technological advancements reduced the costs of oceanic shipping
and enabled European manufacturers to acquire bulk cargoes of raw materials,
such as metals and nitrates, from North America and South America. The vol-
ume of international trade across the Atlantic surged as nations began to spe-
cialize in different stages of manufacturing.50 We focus on the supply chains
for light manufacturing, especially chemical products, electrical equipment,
and machinery, because they were the leading engines of economic growth in
the late nineteenth century.51 Moreover, they were fundamental to modern
warfare. Chemical plants synthesized new munitions and poisonous gases,
electrical generators powered military telegraphs and telephones, and indus-
trial machinery mass-produced weapons and ammunitions.

As the dominant world power, Britain specialized in high-value segments
in both shipping and ªnancial services.52 Its economy grew rapidly after 1830
by virtue of it being the ªrst country to industrialize, and it developed vi-
brant ªnancial and shipping industries.53 By 1914, bankers and brokers in
London ªnanced roughly 60 percent of the world’s trade, and shipowners and
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warehousemen registered at the London Baltic Exchange oversaw the trans-
portation and distribution of almost 55 percent of the world’s trade (inbound
and outbound).54 Britain’s dominance in these segments was so proªtable that
one statistician concluded that Britain’s economy could sustain itself even “if
we do not export a single pound’s worth of manufactures.”55

Germany, in contrast, specialized in the low-value segments of the supply
chain, manufacturing ªnished products from raw materials. Manufacturers
represented in the Association of Industrialists ºooded foreign markets with
ªnished goods, accounting for half of worldwide electrical exports and a third
of global chemical exports and machinery exports.56 Yet, Germany’s manufac-
turers still relied on the City of London for ªnancial resources and mercantile
technologies to bolster this trade.57 They received roughly half of their raw im-
ports from British shipowners, and they borrowed one-ªfth of the daily credit
held by London brokers to ªnance their trade.58 German manufacturers had to
increase their output six-fold to make a small gain in overall economic growth
relative to Britain.59 Because of their different positions in global supply
chains, the power transition between Great Britain and Germany had diver-
gent effects on the business-state relations within the two countries.

business-state relations in great britain

The interests of the British state and its high-value banks and shipowners ini-
tially aligned. From 1890 to 1905, members of the British cabinet committed to
a status quo foreign policy of “splendid isolation” from the European conti-
nent.60 This strategy included committing to free trade, avoiding entangling al-
liances, and maintaining a “two-power standard,” whereby the Royal Navy
could face the next two most powerful naval powers at once.61 Cabinet mem-
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bers felt cautiously optimistic about Germany’s rise. They doubted its plans to
challenge British naval supremacy as “cheap talk” and maintained that “there
was no weakening” in Britain’s economic position relative to Germany’s.62 The
City of London supported splendid isolation because Germany’s rise contrib-
uted “a goodly fraction of the wealth of the City of London.”63 The City as-
sured Parliament that “for the larger type of war vessels and for the best class
of tramp steamers and liners, there is no country in the world that can touch
England at present.”64

Around 1905, the British state began to contemplate a preventive war with
Germany. Cabinet members worried that the Royal Navy could no longer
maintain its two-power standard against the German navy and another navy,
and that the country was becoming a “weary titan” that needed to refocus its
resources on maintaining its supremacy in Europe rather than defending
its far-ºung colonies.65 Reports also spread that Kaiser Wilhelm II felt “an un-
due sensitiveness as to the recognition of the position which he considered the
German Empire ought to occupy in the world” and desired “to put an end to
the arrogance and encroachments of England” once its military was strong
enough to do so.66 This seemed evident when Germany refused the 1904
Anglo-French entente granting France dominion over Morocco and Britain do-
minion over Egypt. Cabinet members suspected that Germany intended to ac-
quire a naval port on the Atlantic coast in Morocco, which “would be vitally
detrimental to us from a naval point of view.”67 As a result, Britain offered
France military support, forcing Germany to concede to the French position at
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the Algeciras Conference of 1906. Nonetheless, the events convinced British
cabinet members that “Germany was deliberately following a policy which is
essentially opposed to vital British interests, and that an armed conºict cannot
in the long run be averted.”68

British war plans emphasized economic coercion. Speciªcally, the 1907 war
plans recommended a “distant” blockade, whereby the state would prohibit
British vessels from transporting goods to Germany, and the Royal Navy
would blockade German ports in support of a French advance. Policymakers
anticipated that this “would cripple German oversea trade at a minimum risk
and difªculty to ourselves” and “might cause such a loss to the enemy that the
pressure of commercial inºuence . . . would end the war without further mea-
sures on our part.”69 Owing to these lofty expectations, cabinet members read-
ied the state to blockade Germany if war erupted. They increased naval
expenditures in 1909–1910 to maintain supremacy over “the vital center of
English commerce,”70 and in 1912 they granted the Royal Navy the authority
to issue a royal proclamation to prohibit “British merchant ships from carrying
speciªed articles of Warlike Store, of whatever origin and ownership to
Germany” and to prevent ªnancial dealings between the City of London
and German manufacturers.71 They hoped the blockade could be “carried out
without a hitch and according to plan” if war broke out.72

After 1905, business-state relations began to diverge because the City of
London saw Britain’s war plans as a threat to its proªts. For example, London
bankers testiªed that “a temporary cessation of German remittances” would
collapse international credit markets and bring global supply chains to a
standstill. Banks would stop issuing bills of exchange because they would not
remain solvent, raw materials producers would refuse to supply their goods
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without a guarantee of payment, and shipowners would refuse to sail if they
did not have full cargoes.73 The result would be high prices and scarcity for ev-
eryone.74 British shipowners shared similar concerns with the Board of Trade.
They opposed the cabinet’s plan to prohibit trade in aluminum, iron, manga-
nese, and other strategically important raw materials to Germany because
these materials constituted “large amounts in the statistics of export trade.”75

Restricting the City of London from ªnancing and transporting raw materi-
als to Germany would result in massive losses and would enable rivals to ex-
pand their market share at the expense of British shipping.76 Consequently,
“mercantile & business opinion” was “aghast at any possibility” of a war
with Germany.77

In response to British war plans, the City of London sought to improve re-
lations with Germany to avoid a war. Bankers and shipowners formed associa-
tions (e.g., the Anglo-German section in the London Chamber of Commerce
and Industry in 1905 and the Anglo-German Friendship Committee in 1906) to
promote trade and “amicable relations with Germany.”78 The associations ar-
ranged meetings and dinners between British and German parliamentarians,
ªnanced editorials advocating for a rapprochement with Germany, and lob-
bied cabinet members to negotiate with their German counterparts. One such
negotiation called for Germany to slow down its naval expansion in exchange
for Britain remaining neutral in a Franco-German war.79 Even on the precipice
of war in August 1914, the City of London was “begging [the cabinet] not to
intervene.”80 None of these efforts succeeded in shifting Britain’s policy.
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Cabinet members complained that the City of London was “generally timid,
and apt to follow pusillanimous counsels.”81 Britain’s national security out-
weighed the City’s bottom line.82

Ultimately, the conºict between the British state and the City of London
undermined the effectiveness of the blockade against Germany. Two days af-
ter declaring war on Germany, the government banned shipowners and bank-
ers from trading “any article comprised in the list of contraband of war”
intended for use in Germany, including aluminum, copper, and nitrates.83

Bankers in London panicked; German manufacturers owed them almost £400
million, without which they faced insolvency.84 Shipowners likewise com-
plained about losing market share, including “the whole of the Brazilian trade
if they refused to carry for such German ªrms.”85 One estimate suggests that
the blockade cost them £30 million in lost trade within the ªrst six months of
1915 alone.86

The City of London’s resistance to the blockade helped to prolong the
war with Germany.87 Bankers and shipowners decided to continue transact-
ing with Germany by rerouting their raw materials trade through neutral
countries, opening credits, and shipping cargoes to dummy consignees in
Rotterdam and Copenhagen.88 In 1915, for example, exports of war-related
materials to neutral countries were 50 to 70 percent higher than in the years be-
fore the blockade.89 The British Foreign Ofªce understood that there was no
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other explanation for the swell in goods to neutral countries “than that of in-
tended enemy destination.”90 But tightening restrictions on neutral trade
proved exceptionally difªcult. The attorney general explained that differentiat-
ing between legitimate and illegitimate trade vis-à-vis neutral countries was
particularly difªcult because applications for special export licenses were so
numerous, “amounting to an average of over 900 a day, [making] it . . . impos-
sible . . . to consider every case separately.” Licenses were issued on the as-
sumption of good faith “without full knowledge of the end user’s identity.”91

Moreover, restricting neutral trade threatened to alienate relations with neutral
countries, such as Denmark and Norway.92 The Royal Navy released most of
the ships that it detained for trading with the enemy, and formal charges
were never brought against them.93 By summer 1915, the British cabinet
recognized that the blockade was not working.94 Had business-state rela-
tions been more cooperative, the blockade might have produced more than a
“slight inconvenience.”95

business-state relations in imperial germany

The dynamics of the business-state relationship were different in Germany. Ini-
tially, the interests of the German state and its lower-value, light manufactur-
ers did not align. In the 1890s, Germany’s kaiser developed a revisionist
foreign policy known as Weltpolitik to challenge Britain for world power. The
strategy entailed raising tariffs on British trade, acquiring colonies for export
markets and raw materials, and building battleships to protect German com-
merce.96 The kaiser’s military advisers convinced him that the country needed
colonies to claim “our place in the sun”97 as a world power and a navy “to
protect our growing trade,”98 which was “helpless before the 130 British cruis-
ers.”99 Yet Germany’s light manufacturers considered Weltpolitik to be econom-
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ically senseless. They worried that it would both raise the cost of production at
home and lead to “increased political complications and then increased distur-
bance to German commerce.”100 They also believed that markets in the colo-
nies were less economically promising than those in Europe.101 As a result,
light manufacturers formed the Association of Industrialists in 1895 to lobby
for better relations with Britain, their largest customer.102

Around 1905, the German state began to fear that Britain might initiate a
preventive attack to stop its rise. The kaiser’s military advisers warned that the
distribution of power in Europe was changing quickly and that Germany was
entering a “danger zone” because the German ºeet was not yet strong enough
to deter the Royal Navy and might be destroyed if the “British knock at the
German ºeet after the fashion of Copenhagen in 1800.”103 Others feared that
the “seizure of our trade and the damaging of our export industry would
throw back our economic and political development for generations and have
an effect similar to the Thirty Years’ War.”104

These fears were not unfounded. News of the Anglo-French entente alerted
German ofªcials that Britain was moving to cut off Germany from global
trade, given that Morocco was “one of the few countries where Germany can
compete freely in trade.”105 Wilhelm II declared his public support for
Moroccan independence in the hopes of preserving an “open door in the full-
est sense,” and he threatened a war with France.106 But Germany lacked the
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naval power to challenge Britain and France, and Wilhelm II was forced to
concede to the French position at the international conference in Algeciras in
1906.107 This embarrassment convinced his advisers that Germany’s economy
was “dangling on a thread, which at any moment might be cut by a swift,
ruthless stroke from Britain.”108

After the Moroccan crisis, Germany prepared for a war with Britain. The
kaiser’s advisers anticipated a three-front war, in which the Royal Navy would
interdict Germany’s supply lines, allowing French and Russian troops to
quickly overrun a weakened German Army.109 On the basis of these projec-
tions, the kaiser submitted supplementary naval bills in 1906, 1908, and 1911 to
modernize and expand Germany’s navy for “protecting our commerce”110 if
not “keeping England from attacking us.”111 He also approved plans for ªght-
ing France and Russia on land. The 1905 Schlieffen memorandum advocated
a decisive offensive attack on France via Belgium before concentrating
Germany’s troops and resources on Russia.112 Later strategic modiªcations to
the plan suggested that the Netherlands “would be a great value” because its
“neutrality allows us to have imports and supplies” if a British blockade mate-
rialized.113 Wilhelm II reviewed the plans in a 1912 war council meeting and
agreed to implement them once the army and navy were prepared.114

Germany’s low-value manufacturers also began to view Britain as a threat
to their proªts. Panic spread that Britain was conspiring with its allies to
cut them out of world markets. Prominent members of the Association
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of Industrialists worried that Germany was becoming “surrounded by ene-
mies”115 that began “turning the screw of high protective tariffs” to make “the
development of German exports increasingly difªcult and less proªtable.”116

The most notable of these voices was Walter Rathenau of the German con-
glomerate AEG (Allgemeine-Elektrizitäts-Gesellschaft), the country’s largest
manufacturer of electrical goods. His articles and memoranda were distrib-
uted across government and business circles, and they warned that Britain
would soon “break the great English tradition of free trade and lead the coun-
try to protective tariffs”117 or “have to wage a preventive war” to cripple
Germany’s ascent.118 Rathenau believed that economic encirclement posed
“more serious dangers than any weapon threat” because German manufactur-
ers depended on “the mercy of the world markets.” Even subtle price increases
in imported raw materials would make the manufacturers less competitive,
which would destroy Germany’s economy. Therefore, manufacturers needed
to switch their supply lines because raw materials were quickly becoming
“hotly disputed preferential goods.”119

In response to Rathenau’s warnings, German manufacturers felt that they
needed to upgrade to a more resilient position along the global supply chain.
One of Rathenau’s ideas was for Germany to form a “fourth world empire”
on the European continent, encompassing Austria-Hungary, the Balkans,
Belgium, Holland, Italy, Switzerland, and the ore-rich parts of France.
“Mitteleuropa,”120 as it was called, would be a self-sufªcient empire that
would be independent of British ªnancial and shipping services and
that would use land routes “to make sure of our raw material requirements
and to protect our exports.”121 In a 1914 memorandum to the German emperor,
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Rathenau proposed establishing a European Customs Union “united under
German leadership, politically and economically consolidated against England
and America on one hand, and against Russia on the other hand.” The periph-
eral countries “would operate as a uniªed industrial economy,” supplying raw
materials to the German core in exchange for ªnished products.122 Rathenau’s
memorandum was integrated into the “September Program,” which outlined
German war plans in August 1914 to “create a central European economic as-
sociation through common customs treaties . . . under German leadership.”123

Cooperative relations between businesses and the state enabled Germany to
ªght a long war against Britain. Initially, the German state failed to prepare its
raw material basis for a war longer than six months. Shortages of copper, lead,
and nitrates threatened to cripple the electrical, munition, and shipbuilding in-
dustries once Britain declared war and instituted its blockade. Recognizing
this, Rathenau approached the government to form the War Raw Materials
Department (KRA).124 The KRA consisted of the country’s leading industrial-
ists in chemical, electrical, and machinery products and was tasked with requi-
sitioning and distributing “raw materials necessary for military purposes,
both at home and in the (newly) occupied enemy areas, as well as possibly in
allied Austria.”125

Almost immediately, the KRA began to supply the military with weapons,
ammunition, and electricity for a prolonged war. It redistributed stocks of war-
related material, such as metals and nitrates, from nonessential to essential
manufacturers, and it established front companies to purchase additional sup-
plies from neutral territories. These measures were so successful that “the orig-
inal severe shortage was more or less solved” within two months.126 They also
provided the KRA with time to help its manufacturing base upgrade its supply
chains and become relatively self-sufªcient. For example, it subsidized zinc
mining and processing to encourage electrical manufacturers to switch from
imported copper, it ªnanced chemical plants for synthetic nitrates to reduce
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chemical producers’ dependence on Chilean nitrates, and it established
warehouse and transportation networks in occupied territories to divert requi-
sitioned aluminum to machinery manufacturers in Germany.127 Once com-
pleted, these measures enabled the German military to ªght for four more
years under a blockade. Had business-state relations not been as cooperative
as they were, Britain’s blockade could have “led to the stoppage of a great part
of German industry” and rendered a quick victory.128

U.S.-China Power Transition since 1990

This section explores the power transition between the United States and
China since 1990. The United States has occupied the dominant position in the
international system since the end of the Cold War. At its peak (about 2005), it
generated a third of the world’s gross domestic product, spent two times more
on defense than all other major military powers combined, and maintained a
network of military bases to project its power globally.129 By 2010, however,
China had emerged as the United States’ primary challenger. Its economy
vaulted from 12 percent of that of the United States in 2000 to almost 60 per-
cent in 2014.130 Chinese ofªcials also invested in developing the second-largest
military budget in the world to rejuvenate the country’s status as a “world-
class” military power. Such trends have prompted numerous scholars and
practitioners to warn that China’s ambitions to become “a global leader by
2050” are leading the world into a “danger zone,” with real prospects of war,
as in the years before World War I.131

Global supply chains in information and communications technologies
(ICT) also emerged during this period. The 1997 Information Technology
Agreement eliminated import duties on ICT products and enabled cross-
border trade of ªnished and intermediate products, such as computers and
semiconductor chips.132 Consequently, various stages of ICT production were
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spread across Asia, Europe, and North America. ICT supply chains undergird
the technologies of the modern digital economy.133 Moreover, semiconduc-
tors are a determining factor in great power competition in the twenty-ªrst
century.134 They matter tremendously for a country’s military power because
many modern weapons, from armored vehicles to precision-guided missiles,
use semiconductors.

As we expect, the global supply chain for ICT reinforces the power positions
of China and the United States in the international system. The United States
dominates the high-value segments in semiconductor design and sales. It un-
derwent rapid economic growth because of its innovations in ICT throughout
the Cold War. Later, it shifted to “fabless” manufacturing, in which U.S. com-
panies concentrate on designing and selling semiconductors while outsourc-
ing chip fabrication to overseas manufacturers, known as foundries.135

By 2020, fabless designers represented in the U.S. Semiconductor Industry
Association sold almost 50 percent of the world’s semiconductors, and its en-
gineers devised 85 percent of the equipment and the software tools (Electronic
Design Automation, or EDA) essential to design semiconductors.136 The
United States’ dominance over these sectors was enormously proªtable. U.S.
semiconductor designers and engineers captured 54 percent of the value
added, enabling them to continue investing in R&D to maintain their competi-
tive advantage.137

China, in contrast, dominated the low-value segments of packaging and
assembly. Its manufacturers focused on exporting ªnished products to con-
sumers in foreign markets, accounting for over two-thirds of worldwide mo-
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bile phone and laptop computer exports in 2004.138 Yet their proªts were thin.
China lacked the knowledge and technologies to design and fabricate semi-
conductors on its own. Chinese manufacturers imported most of their
semiconductors, often from the United States. In 2015 alone, Chinese manufac-
turers bought 60 percent of the global supply of semiconductors, which
constituted one-fourth of U.S. fabless producers’ revenue.139 In any given
year, the revenues for Chinese manufacturers were only one-ªfth those of
U.S. producers.140

business-state relations in the united states

In the United States, business-state relations have become more conºictual
during the power transition. The interests of the state and its high-value
fabless producers and programmers initially aligned. Throughout the 1990s
and the ªrst decade of the 2000s, key members of the National Security
Council (NSC) advocated a strategy of “primacy” to prevent China from rising
to become a peer competitor.141 This meant liberalizing trade, strengthening
international institutions, and maintaining a “two-war standard,” whereby the
U.S. military could prevail in two concurrent regional wars.142 The NSC be-
lieved that the United States could keep “running faster” than China in devel-
oping ICTs, which would deter China from initiating a military competition in
the Asian Paciªc.143 The U.S. semiconductor industry agreed. Its members
wanted to liberalize export controls with China because it was “the world’s
second-largest market for semiconductors,” and they testiªed that “the posi-
tive correlation between technological leadership and broad absorption of ICT
in China . . . will lead to major political, economic and ultimately, security
beneªts for the United States.”144
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After 2010, the U.S. government considered using economic statecraft pre-
ventively to slow China’s rise. Policymakers felt that the “speed of conver-
gence in [the] high-tech industry had been much quicker than originally
expected” and feared that China was modernizing its military with ICT ob-
tained through commercial channels.145 Intelligence reports also alleged that
China was inserting back doors on its electronics exports to spy on the United
States for economic and military purposes.146 In 2015, Chinese leaders an-
nounced their plans to spend $150 billion to upgrade China’s technological
base in order to develop a Chinese semiconductor industry. The announce-
ment stirred members of the NSC. U.S. Secretary of Commerce Penny Priztker,
for example, called China’s plans a ºagrant violation of trade rules under the
World Trade Organization. She urged the United States not to “take our [its]
leadership in this industry for granted.”147 Shortly after China’s announce-
ment, the Commerce Department and the President’s Council of Advisors on
Science and Technology began to investigate the global supply chain for semi-
conductors. The investigation sought to “enhance the federal government’s
understanding of the challenges facing the semiconductor industry,” recom-
mend “ways to strengthen the industry’s long-term competitiveness,” and
more importantly, “make clear to China’s leaders at every opportunity that
we will not accept a $150 billion industrial policy designed to appropriate
this industry.”148

The U.S. government’s strategy focused on cutting off China from the global
supply of semiconductors. The NSC concluded that the future of the U.S.-
China power transition rested on “the cornerstone of semiconductor mastery.”
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Consequently, the United States needed to tighten its export controls to pre-
vent China from strengthening its position relative to the United States.149 It
sought to cripple China’s two largest electronics manufacturers, ZTE Corpora-
tion and Huawei. In late 2016, the U.S. Department of Commerce’s Bureau of
Industry and Security added ZTE to its “Entity List” of companies barred from
purchasing U.S. hardware and software without government approval, alleg-
ing that the company had violated U.S. sanctions.150 Three years later, the
Commerce Department added Huawei and 114 of its subsidiaries to the Entity
List. Furthermore, it prohibited U.S. companies from exporting any hardware
or software to Huawei—including products manufactured outside the United
States—that consisted of parts from the United States that made up over
25 percent of the product’s value.151

The U.S. semiconductor industry (chip designers, engineers, and program-
mers) viewed economic statecraft toward China as a threat to its proªts. Ac-
cording to one national survey, most of the manufacturing sector and
almost all the technology sector opposed the U.S.-China trade war because
it weakened a wide range of business functions, such as R&D, ªnance,
and sales and marketing.152 U.S. chip designers like Flex Logix, Broadcom
Inc., Qualcomm, and NeoPhotonics earned about $11 billion from Huawei
in 2018 alone.153 Without this revenue, these companies would be forced to
cut R&D and struggle to “compete against foreign rivals that did not face the
same restrictions.”154
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Several U.S. chipmakers (e.g., Intel Corporation, Xilinx, and Qualcomm) lob-
bied against the tech war and continued selling to Chinese businesses.155

Synopsys shared similar concerns. Restricting sales to Huawei encouraged the
company to pirate rather than purchase software from Synopsys, which was
forced to pause its contracts with Huawei.156 Interviews157 with industrial as-
sociations and government ofªcials also conªrmed this dilemma: businesses’
underlying pursuit of proªts and interest in maintaining global supply chains
seemed to run counter to the state’s concern for protecting technology compet-
itiveness and security.158

The U.S. semiconductor industry sought to assuage Washington’s fear of
China. Representatives from the Semiconductor Industry Association and the
U.S.-China Business Council arranged consultations with members of the NSC
throughout 2019 to discuss Huawei, assuring them that “we can compete with
[Huawei] if we have the right policies.”159 U.S. businesses faced fewer techno-
logical and capital barriers to chipmaking than Chinese businesses.160 But
sanctioning Huawei would prompt China to try to overcome these barri-
ers. The U.S.-China Business Council argued that “smart competition and
engagement”—whereby both sides would adhere to a common set of rules
across the global supply chain—better served U.S. interests than decoupling
because of national security concerns.161 Executives of Intel and Qualcomm
likewise urged the U.S. government to approve sales of nonsensitive compo-
nents such as mobile phones and smart watches, which posed far less risk to
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national security.162 The Department of Commerce pushed back. U.S. com-
panies had ninety days “to wean themselves off” Huawei.163

The conºicting interests of the U.S. government and the U.S. semiconductor
industry ultimately reduced the effectiveness of sanctions against Chinese
businesses. Shortly after the Huawei ban went into effect in 2019, the
Department of Commerce was ºooded with applications from U.S. companies
for licenses to continue doing business with the Chinese companies on the
Entity List, “more than [it] would’ve thought.” The department warned that
“the safe thing for these companies would be to assume denial [of their appli-
cation]” rather than wait for approval.164 But just weeks after sanctions were
imposed, many U.S. companies bypassed the ban by using third parties in
Taiwan and Japan to export their chip designs, software, and equipment. This
loophole enables companies like Micron Technology and Intel to “lawfully re-
sume” hundreds of millions of dollars in sales to Huawei.165 The Department
of Commerce moved swiftly to close the loophole by expanding the sanctions
to cover foreign products that are “the direct product of certain U.S. technol-
ogy or software.”166 Tightening the sanctions has proved difªcult.167 Software,
equipment, and designs continue to ºow into China through dummy compa-
nies and subsidiaries that are not included on the Entity List.168 Key EDA com-
panies, such as Synopsys and Cadence Design Systems, continue sales to
China. For example, Cadence’s sales to non-Huawei Chinese companies in-
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creased 80 percent in 2020.169 By the end of 2020, policymakers in Washington
had recognized that the U.S. strategy toward Huawei was like a game of
“whack-a-mole on individual Chinese companies.”170

A similar pattern emerged in 2022, following the U.S. government’s ban
on exports of chipmaking equipment, supercomputer components, and
supporting materials used to fabricate highly advanced semiconductors.171

U.S. businesses complained that they were losing market share relative to
their competitors in South Korea and Japan because of the ban.172 Major equip-
ment companies like KLA Corporation applied for exemptions and developed
contingency plans to “de-Americanize” (i.e., moving more of their production
to Southeast Asia) if the United State were to enact stronger sanctions.173 One
chipmaker, Nvidia, moved quickly to develop a new advanced chip for China
that meets the export control rules.174 In November 2022, the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce, together with telecommunications and defense industry groups,
successfully lobbied against the Senate’s proposal to prohibit the use of the
Chinese chips from Semiconductor Manufacturing International Corporation
(SMIC), Yangtze Memory Technologies Corp (YMTC), and ChangXin Memory
Technologies (CXMT) because such a prohibition would substantially raise
production costs for U.S. companies.175 As of October 2023, it is clear that U.S.
sanctions have failed to disrupt China’s tech industry as many policymakers
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had hoped. Had U.S. businesses not been as resistant as they were to U.S. sanc-
tions, the sanctions’ impact on China’s technological progress would likely
have been more severe and long-lasting.

business-state relations in china

In China, the interests of the state and of businesses are often assumed to be
unitary because businesses are usually perceived as the tools of the state ruled
by the Chinese Communist Party. We argue, however, that business-state rela-
tions were far more dynamic throughout the 1990s and the ªrst decade of
the 2000s. State and business interests did not completely align. Although the
state ambitiously pursued technology development to increase its geopolitical
clout, it did not succeed in pushing most Chinese businesses toward upgrad-
ing and innovating technologies. There were three major stages of develop-
ment, each with its own source of misalignment.

In the ªrst stage, the joint venture stage in the 1980s and early 1990s, the
Chinese state’s rationale was to “yi shichang huan jishu [exchange market for
technology],”176 which it did by encouraging Chinese and foreign businesses
to form joint ventures. The state wanted to increase technology transfer from
foreign to domestic businesses by luring foreign businesses to access the lucra-
tive Chinese markets and set up joint ventures with Chinese businesses, espe-
cially with state-owned enterprises.177 The joint ventures, however, turned out
to be difªcult unions. Foreign businesses complained about technology trans-
fer and sought to focus on assembly. Chinese state-owned enterprises also
lacked incentives to learn new technologies. Most of them cared more about
the amount of production and employee welfare than technological prog-
ress.178 They were also found to be inefªcient and accustomed to the state pro-
viding them with government funding and soft budget constraints.179

China entered the second stage as it became further integrated into the
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global supply chains in the late 1990s and the ªrst decade of the 2000s. During
this global supply chain stage, China became the world’s largest manufacturer
and exporter and one of the largest foreign direct investment recipients world-
wide. Although many large businesses (e.g., Apple, Intel, Foxconn [Hon Hai
Technology Group], Nokia Corporation, Samsung, and Philips) outsourced or
offshored their production to China, most of these activities entailed low-
value-added manufacturing and assembly. And despite the state encouraging
Chinese ªrms to upgrade their positions in the global supply chain during this
period, many Chinese businesses preferred to expand their current, low-tech,
low-proªt production because of substantial barriers to and risks from com-
peting with high-value businesses in developed countries. Interviews suggest
that, within corporations, higher management’s tendency to expand horizon-
tally (i.e., to increase the volume of production at the same position of the sup-
ply chain) often won out over the technicians in the R&D department, who
favored moving up vertically to a higher-value-added position in the supply
chain.180 Chinese bureaucrats, too, often found it hard to force businesses into
this ambitious undertaking. Businesses took advantage of various funding
sources to innovate and upgrade technologies, but they did not conduct R&D,
and they applied for patents only to achieve their local evaluation targets.
Start-up businesses intended to develop cutting-edge technologies, but they
struggled to scale up without industrial buyers.181

Given the structure of global supply chains and power asymmetry, Chinese
businesses competed ªercely with one another at the bottom segments of the
supply chains. Even successful businesses, such as Huawei and ZTE, fought
aggressively with each other for market share in both China and developing
regions (e.g., South Asia, Southeast Asia, and Africa). Several interviewees de-
scribed Huawei’s “wolf culture,” or aggressive tactics that it used against its
competitors, especially ZTE.182

By around 2005, however, the Chinese state was dissatisªed with China’s
position on the technology ladder. Likewise, national newspapers expressed
concern that China’s reliance on foreign technology would cause it to fall prey
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to Western countries. Of course, China used technology imports to modernize
both economically and militarily, as some observed.183 But Chinese businesses
failed to innovate technologically. Relegated to the bottom segments of the
supply chains (i.e., processing and assembly), Chinese businesses generated
razor-thin proªts and relied on sweatshops. The state funded two initiatives to
improve China’s position in the value chain—the “indigenous innovation”
campaign in 2006,184 and the “Made in China 2025” plan185 in 2015—which in-
cluded tax breaks, talent policies, utility and factory discounts, R&D cost re-
bates, and rewards for patent applications.

The beginning of the tech war in 2018 pushed China to urgently pursue
hexin guanjian jishu (core and crucial technology), which signiªes the begin-
ning of the third stage of development.186 Being cut off from supply chains has
also fueled China’s rising techno-nationalism. The state and society view the
success of China’s semiconductor businesses as a matter of national survival.
Although the state has long recognized the importance of upgrading its tech-
nologies, it prioritized investing in advanced manufacturing industries rather
than technological innovation, because the latter was difªcult to implement at
the business level. But in various speeches after the tech war began, President
Xi Jinping urged the country to prioritize “self-reliance in science and tech-
nology,” emphasizing that innovation in core technologies was the key to
surviving “intense international competition.”187 In late 2020, the Politburo
conducted a collective study of quantum technology and stressed the impor-
tance of having a breakthrough.188 The state provided support for businesses
to make a faster technology leap in chipmaking; Guangzhou City alone in-
vested $30 billion in initial funding, and the state issued an additional $143 bil-
lion in subsidies and tax credits for the semiconductor industry in 2022.189

Because of technology’s crucial role in China’s geopolitical competition with
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the United States, the only reference to a nationwide system (juguo tizhi) in the
14th Five-Year Plan is for one that supports science and technology develop-
ment. In such a system, China’s local governments (at the provincial, city, and
district levels) would provide capital investments for major projects, offer
funding or rebates for R&D costs, implement tax breaks, and attract highly ed-
ucated talent. The plan also indicates that businesses should participate in re-
search and innovation, and that the nationwide system should connect
businesses to numerous other entities, including high-tech development
zones, high-tech parks, incubators, research institutions, and universities.190 In
some cities, the leaders of high-tech development zones are almost as power-
ful as leaders of city governments.191

As U.S.-China competition has intensiªed and with the start of the tech war,
the interests of businesses and the state have become more aligned. It is worth
emphasizing that not every Chinese ªrm follows the state’s agenda. But com-
pared with the joint venture stage and the global supply chain stage, our re-
search suggests that Chinese businesses are now more likely to respond to
state initiatives and prioritize hardware tech development or “chokepoint”
technologies.192 Instead of competing against one another as they did before
the tech war, large businesses like Huawei and ZTE have prioritized joining
forces to overcome the technology barriers put in place by the United States.
For example, Huawei frontloaded chip orders with Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Company (TSMC) and started fabricating chips using Chinese
equipment vendors (such as the Shanghai IC R&D center). Huawei sought to
strengthen one of its companies, HiSilicon, and it invested in domestic EDA
start-ups to meet the technology pressure for chip design.193 In 2022, Huawei
increased its R&D funding by 13 percent and its R&D personnel by 6 percent,
even though it cut personnel in other departments.194 In 2023, both SMIC and
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Huawei made a breakthrough by making 7-nanometer semiconductors using
machines for making 14- and 28-nanometer chips.195

Smaller start-up businesses in the chip industry, which previously strug-
gled to gain market share because of the availability of U.S. chips, have also
started to gain industrial customers. These start-ups used their revenues for
technology development.196 As China enhanced support for chipmaker start-
ups, these businesses also recruited talent from U.S. and Taiwan busi-
nesses, such as TSMC. The development of the chip industry does not prevent
Chinese businesses from diversifying into other sectors at the same time, but
the imperative to develop chips has signiªcantly increased compared to the
pre–tech war period.

Chinese businesses also turned to the state for support in upgrading their
technologies, in addition to their own efforts. Regional governments devel-
oped a tiered ranking system to categorize large high-tech businesses, such as
Huawei, as well as “gazelles” (those that had passed the initial risky periods
and entered high-growth periods) and “unicorns” (those that were valued at
over $1 billion).197 In exchange, the state solicited help from businesses to
achieve other governance goals; for example, it used tech ªrms for surveillance
to minimize social protests that may cause instability.198

The U.S.-China tech war strengthened state and business relations com-
pared with previous decades when the state’s ambitious plans to upgrade
technologies were incompatible with businesses’ preferences. The tech war
brought business-state relations into alignment because it elevated the state’s
emphasis on having businesses develop core, independent technologies that
would improve their position in the global supply chains. As businesses
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became more vulnerable, the state increased its ability to impose control when-
ever it needed businesses to cooperate in economic warfare.199

This compatibility of interests does not imply that China will succeed in
developing semiconductor chip technology, especially given the difªculties as-
sociated with the industry. If there had not been heightened competition, how-
ever, the state and businesses would not have accelerated their pursuit of core
technologies. Furthermore, a closer business-state relationship allows the
Chinese state to wield economic statecraft more effectively in areas such as in-
dustrial policies, outward investment, and bans on critical minerals.

Conclusion

Over the past century, global supply chains have emerged as a crucial bat-
tleªeld for modern power politics, and the businesses that constitute these
chains are on the front lines. On this battleªeld, cooperative relations between
a home state and its businesses bolster a state’s ability to exercise economic
statecraft, whereas conºictual relations thwart it. This article argues that
business-state relations are, in part, structurally determined. Concerns over
relative gains produce incentives for both dominant and rising states to decou-
ple their economies using economic coercion and industrial upgrading, respec-
tively. The resulting disruption to proªts reshapes businesses’ incentives.
Comparative evidence and within-case variation during the Anglo-German
and U.S.-China power transitions suggest that high-value businesses develop
more conºictual relations with their dominant home state, and low-value busi-
nesses develop more cooperative relations with their rising home state over
the course of the power transition, regardless of the state’s regime type and
national economic systems.

Our theory and ªndings generate important insights for economic interde-
pendence, economic statecraft, and great power politics. First, we encourage
scholars to recognize how interdependence can intensify rather than reduce
competition during a power transition. Conventional wisdom holds that inter-
dependence decreases the chance that states go to war because economic ex-
change raises the cost of conquest.200 We suggest, however, that states may
simply wage “wars without gun smoke.”201 The dominant state can preven-
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tively choke off the rising state’s access to global supply chains to cripple its
ascendance, and in turn, the rising state may pursue industrial policies to miti-
gate economic coercion. We do not argue that an intensiªed economic compe-
tition necessarily escalates to a military conºict, although some research shows
that trade disputes make such scenarios more likely.202 One way to connect the
dynamics discussed here to that research would be to compare the Anglo-U.S.
power transition (1890–1945), which remained at the level of economic compe-
tition, to the Anglo-German power transition, which escalated to a war.203

Second, we push scholars of international security to explore the role of
businesses in economic statecraft. Most scholars focus on interactions among
states or treat business preferences as products of domestic institutions. Our
framework demonstrates that a business’s position (high-value or low-value)
in a global supply chain shapes the degree to which it prefers to cooperate
with the state’s foreign policy. This insight contributes to recent scholarship on
“weaponized interdependence” because it shows that the same global eco-
nomic networks enabling states to exercise “panopticon” and “chokepoint” ef-
fects also constrain their ability to do so in practice.204 States with jurisdiction
over high-value businesses (e.g., Britain, the United States) are the most suited
to weaponize global supply chains against states with jurisdiction over low-
value businesses (e.g., Germany, China), but their businesses are also most
likely to resist such policies.

Our analysis provides several policy implications regarding the future of
U.S.-China relations. First, the analysis demonstrates that power politics along
global supply chains are self-defeating: structural incentives can drive a domi-
nant state to use economic coercion against a rising state, but in doing so, the
dominant state can launch a process that ultimately undermines its own
agenda. The dominant state’s economic statecraft may motivate the rising state
to upgrade its economy over time and accelerate its rise. This vicious cycle
may reach a tipping point when the rising power has reached parity with
the dominant power, and the two countries compete for similar positions on
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the global supply chain. As businesses in the rising power directly compete
for proªts with those in the dominant power, such a situation might push
businesses in the dominant power to align with their own state. By that
point, however, the dominant state may be unable to weaponize global supply
chains, as it would have lost its structural advantages. For instance, our
analysis suggests that the U.S.-China tech war is accelerating rather than
slowing China’s rise. Since the most recent U.S. ban on exports of high-
performance semiconductors to China in 2022, China has been making
considerable progress in developing its own advanced semiconductors for
artiªcial intelligence.205

A second policy implication concerns how U.S.-China decoupling is divid-
ing the world into competing blocs rather than consolidating U.S. power. Al-
though the diplomatic scramble for allies is one observable indication of this
division, our analysis calls attention to how businesses shape these blocs. Each
state has invested billions of dollars in programs to attract foreign investment
to its own semiconductor industry.206 The success of these competing pro-
grams depends on whether each state can attract investments for its weakest
segments of the global supply chain. Our theory suggests that China is likely
to have an edge in that regard, given businesses’ desire to maximize proªts.
For example, TSMC has questioned the proªtability of developing found-
ries in the United States for the Creating Helpful Incentives to Produce
Semiconductors and Science Act of 2022, or the CHIPS and Science Act, and
the shortage of tech workers signiªcantly delayed the company’s fab open-
ing.207 Meanwhile, SMIC and various semiconductor start-ups in China
have successfully recruited engineers and designers from Synopsys, Cadence
Design Systems, Samsung, and TSMC to develop an indigenous semiconduc-
tor industry.208
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A third policy implication that stems from our ªndings is that tightening
sanctions against China could ignite a military confrontation over Taiwan. U.S.
commitments to defend Taiwan have thus far deterred Beijing from seizing
the island that it has long claimed as its own territory. Although we do not ar-
gue that a U.S.-China power transition will lead to war, some members of the
Chinese economic planning agency recommend that “China must recover
Taiwan” and “seize TSMC” if the United States exacts stronger sanctions
against China’s semiconductor industry.209 In turn, the U.S. government has
threatened to destroy TSMC if China were to occupy Taiwan.210 Two worri-
some scenarios might emerge. In one scenario, business-state cooperation in
mainland China might encourage the leadership to gamble on taking Taiwan
for economic and military security, especially if Chinese businesses ªnd that
they need TSMC to survive. In another scenario, business-state resistance
in the United States might reduce the credibility of U.S. threats to defend
Taiwan, especially if Chinese leaders expect that U.S. businesses that depend
on TSMC would force U.S. decision-makers to exercise restraint. The NSC esti-
mates that China could cost the world economy over $1 trillion if it were to
seize or destroy TSMC.211 Hopefully, these scenarios never happen.
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